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T1 is free for anyone to use, after all. Theoretically it is possible for someone to put a tracking device on it, though it is generally done to monitor employees as it is, not criminals. If T1 becomes tracked, it will
simply limit the number of intended users. But even if it is possible to track it, it would be easy to delete the tracking device. I think it would make more sense for the party to hold up in the cave until the rest of

the trip gets to that part of the island. At that point, I would then have Kiri wake everyone up, and then they could take to the Island. The only way to free the spirit from its curse is to replace the spirit with a
healthy one. This could be done by hanging the corpses over a funeral pyre and setting the trap to explode when it has consumed all of the bodies. Okay, so here is my idea. Tokoyami approaches a familiar spot

of the ancient ruins where he has encountered Dark Shadow before. There he falls to his knees as he sees the spirit. While kneeling, he lights a torch from his tanto, and speaks to it. He calls out the name "K-
kun", and Dark Shadow realizes that he has been found. In order for K-kun to reach him, Tokoyami must place his body between K-kun and Dark Shadow. To do this, Tokoyami must weaken himself enough to be

able to lift himself up and place his body between them. Without being able to hold up his own weight, Tokoyami will slump forward. Any aid he gets from onlookers will drop him like a weight, and he will be
overwhelmed. After the exchange takes place, Tokoyami summons the spirit again and allows Dark Shadow to take the form of his true host. After Dark Shadow has devoured Tokoyami, Tokoyami summons K-

kun again, and Dark Shadow realizes that K-kun is not there. K-kun will then take on the same form, the restored one that he had before Dark Shadow corrupted him.
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